Reading tracks and signs

Lesson 5:

Tracking
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You’ll see clues and tracks of
Wild Things everywhere. But can you
work out what they mean?
Footprints – is that paw print a dog or
a dragon? Is that hoof print a pony
or a unicorn?
Animal poo – is that smelly poo in a hole in
the soil from a badger or a troll?
Fur – is that tuft of fur caught on a wire
fence from a deer or a goblin?
Feathers – is that pile of feathers the dinner
remains of a fox or a giant?
Practise tracking in wet mud or snow where it’s
easy to spot tracks. Once you know what to look
for, try looking in other places. Throw other
trackers off the scent by making a mystery track
trail with a plaster of Paris dragon or monster
print you made earlier (see page 130).

Make a magical
tracking stick
Imagine following unicorn tracks
through the woods until you find the
magical creature. This tracking stick
trains your eyes to look for the faintest
tracks. The bigger the gap between
each track, the faster the Wild Thing
was running (or the longer its legs! ).

You will need:

A magic stick, elastic
bands, a pen knife, a
tape measure, and a
permanent marker pen.
1. Choose a strong, straight stick.
One with a V-shaped handle can
double up as a walking stick and staff.

Stay safe – always cut away from you.

2. Measure 4 cm (1.5 in) intervals
along the stick, marking each one.
Then carefully scrape the bark off the
stick in alternate 4 cm (1.5 in) bands.
3. Add marks in each band with the
knife or a permanent marker pen.
4. To add the magic, decorate with
wild materials and draw a spooky face.
5. Roll two elastic bands on to
the stick. Use these to mark the distance
between two tracks. This will help you
find where the next track should be.
Now you’re ready to go tracking!

Who left these tracks in soft mud?
Was it a large bird?
Or a small dragon?
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Safety tip

• Only use a knife with a grown-up’s help.

Hold the stick up to the track to measure it.
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